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Introduction 
Embryonic Stem Cell Research

Detailed scientific explanation of stem cells and how they are 
generated

Historical background - new science is 40 years old

oRestrictions faced

oHow does US compare to other countries?

 Reasons to use ES Cells

Rationale not to use ES Cells

Controversy

oEthical Concerns

oExempt Stem Cells

What would happen “IF” ES Cells use were not permitted?



We Know A Lot About Cells, But…

Definition and scientific explanation of stem cell generation.

Add relevant picture



What are Embryonic Stem Cells?

• What are stem cells

– Unspecialized cells

– Can become all cells 
types in the body

• What makes stems cells 
unique

– Ability to renew & 
regenerate

– Potential to differentiate

EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS



CATEGORIZATION OF STEM CELLS  

• Totipotent: Potential is 
total; it gives rise to all the 
different types of cells in 
the body. 

• Multipotent: Stem cells 
that can give rise to a 
small number of different 
cell types

• Pluripotent: Stem cells 
can give rise to any type of 
cell in the body except 
those needed to develop a 
fetus. 



Stem Cell Generation

• Normal embryos

• Somatic cell 
nuclear transfer

• Induced 
pluripotent stem 
cells



ES Cells from Normal Embryos

• Utilize Normal Embryos

– Obtain from

– Fertility clinics

– Stem cell banks

• Isolate ES Cells from blastocysts

– 5-6 day old embryo

– Extract inner cell mass 
(pluripotent)

• Cells are cultured

– Grow cells in nutrients

– Develop stem cell lines



Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer 
(SCNT)

• Begins with adult somatic 
cell

– A skin cell can be used

• Remove nucleus

• Insert nucleus into 
enucleated unfertilized 
egg

• Stimulate formation of 
blastocyst

• Cloned cells genetically 
match donor



Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
(iPS)

• Induce adult cells to act like 
embryonic stem cells

– Tranfected with stem cell 
associated genes

• Viral vectors transport 4 pivotal 
genes

• 4 pivotal genes make cell 
pluripotent

• Harvest and culture into stem 
cell line

– ES cells match donor – 100%

HEART

BRAIN



Value in using Stem Cells

• Regenerative medicine 
treatments

– Repair of paralyzed mice

• Testing new drugs and 
medicine

– Hydroxy Cut 

• Understanding cellular 
generation to correct 
errors caused by disease



“POLITICS OF EMBRYONIC STEM CELL RESEARCH”

Historical background on research restrictions past and present; 
comparative to other countries.

Add relevant picture



Embryonic Stem Cell Research 
Funding Ban Overturned 

• WASHINGTON (CNN) -- President Obama 
signed an executive order March  9, 2009 
overturning a Bush-era policy that limited 
federal tax dollars for embryonic stem cell 
research.

• President Obama's move is part of a broader 
effort to separate science and politics, an 
adviser Melody Barnes says:

• MAJOR REASONS FOR BAN LIFT

 Separate science and politics
 “Restore scientific integrity in 

governmental decision-making,”
 "Advances with regard to science and 

technology help advance our overall 
national goals around economic growth 
and job creation.”

SOURCE CNN ONLINE  MARCH 9, 2009 



International Political Perspective on Embryonic Stem Cell Research 

Governments around the world 
have had varying degrees of 
acceptance. 

– Some countries have moved 
forward aggressively in their 
research.

– Many International 
governments fund up to 90% of 
Embryonic Stem Cell Research.



“WHY WE SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT USE ES CELLS”

Rationale to use or not to use ES cells in research/manufacturing. 
Contrasting perspective on legal, financial, medical, military, personal,

social, and environmental.



Why we should use ES Cells Research/Manufacturing 

• MEDICAL

– Disease treatment

• Parkinson's Disease

– No immune rejection

• Cells, tissues, organs 
genetically match patient

– Transplant organ 
development

• Bladder



Why we should use ES Cells 
Research/Manufacturing

• ENVIRONMENTAL

– Test toxicity of chemicals, 
pollutants and presence of 
biological agents

• MILITARY

– Recently developed neural 
transmitter cell kits detect 
chemical threats



Why we should use ES Cells 
Research/Manufacturing

• LEGAL  
– International 
Standard of 
Operation

• FINANCIAL 
– Boost economies, 
create jobs



Why we should not use ES Cells

• PERSONAL

– Exploitation of women 
and their eggs and ES 
cells

– Loss of Ownership of 
eggs and rights to 
children

– Black market for 
embryonic stem cells



Why we should not use ES Cells

• SOCIAL

– Cloned humans

– Fertilization/Implantation

– Personalized Selection

• Race/gender 

• Physical attributes

• Behavioral characteristics



Why we should not use ES Cells

• ENVIRONMENT

– Accidental or intentional 
introduction of stems cells 
into environment may 
have negative effects

– Possible Effects
• Air –Agent Orange

• Water – Manufactured waste

• Viral virulent – Swine Flu



“WHY ARE STEM CELLS SO CONTROVERSIAL?”

Discussion on ES cell controversy ; does this apply to all stem cell types?

What are the ethical implications?

Genetic Cloning



What’s all the Controversy?

• Ethical Issues
– When Does Life Begin

– Using and Destroying Embryos

• ES Cells from normal embryos

• SCNT Process

– Cloning Humans
• SCNT Process

A mere speck nestled in the eye of a needle, a five-

day-old embryo (photographed using an electron 

microscope) contains controversial stem cells.



Are Some Cells Exempt?

• Induced Pluripotent 
Stem Cells are 
Exempt

– Created from human 
skin cells, not 
embryos

ENGINEERING IPS CELLS



Church vs. Science  

• Should science dismiss 
ethical concerns?
– Develop Public Stem Cell 

Ethics Boards

• Should church impose 
moral value?
– Should participate on 

Ethics Boards



Consequences of Not Using ES Cells

• Scientific Implication

– Progress would be slow, and research questions 
would take more time to answer 

• Fiscal Implication

– Handful of privately funded labs, not subject to 
federal oversight, concentration on profit and not 
advancing knowledge



Life in Man’s Hands

EMBRYONIC STEM CELL 

RESEARCH

Q & A
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